STATE OF INDIANA

INDIANA UTILITY REGULATORY COMMISSION

IN THE MATTER OF AN ORDER APPROVING ADVISORY COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS PURSUANT TO INDIANA CODE CHAPTER 8-1-26.

APPROVED: NOV 06 2019

ORDER OF THE COMMISSION

Ind. Code ch. 8-1-26 provides the procedure for the Indiana Utility Regulatory Commission’s Pipeline Safety Division (“Division”) to find violations of said chapter. Upon review of those findings, the Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee (“Advisory Committee”) reviews those recommendations and recommends civil penalties in the Case.

The Cases received pursuant to Ind. Code ch. 8-1-26 and ripe for Commission action are attached hereto and collectively referred to as the Advisory Committee Recommendations.

Pursuant to statute, the Advisory Committee has submitted their recommendations to the Commission. The Commission UPHOLDS the findings of violations by the Pipeline Safety Division and APPROVES the recommendations of the Advisory Committee as listed on the attached pages. The Assistant General Counsel to the Division is directed to prepare and send notice to the parties advising them of the determination.

Any approved civil penalties are due within 90 days of the date of this Order unless payment arrangements are made with the Secretary of the Commission.

Any approved trainings must be completed no later than 180 days from the date of this Order or the alternative civil penalty noted in the attached recommendation is due.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

HUSTON, KREVDA, OBER, AND ZIEGNER CONCUR; FREEMAN ABSENT:

APPROVED: NOV 06 2019

I hereby certify that the above is a true and correct copy of the Order as approved.

Mary M. Becerra
Secretary of the Commission
Respondent: Graham's Trucking & Excavating, Inc.
Other Party: Northern Indiana Public Service Company
Case Number: 19669
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 11/30/2018

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-20(a)(2)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

- Warning letter *(Special instructions:)*
  - Clearance Zone
  - Damaging Lines
  - Dig Tickets
  - Demolitions
  - Failure to Plan
  - Potholing
  - Probing
  - Self-Repair
  - Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  - White Lining

Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training

Civil penalty of $1,000

Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training and corrective action plan

Civil penalty of $ ____________________

*No ticket escalation* - additional civil penalty of $1,000

Other ____________________

Abstentions: Selking

Additional Information: ____________________

APPROVED: ____________________
Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: C-Tech, Corp.
Other Party: Vectren Energy Delivery
Case Number: 19773
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 1/3/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-16(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

- Warning letter *(Special instructions:)*
  - Clearance Zone
  - Damaging Lines
  - Dig Tickets
  - Demolitions
  - Failure to Plan
  - Potholing
  - Probing
  - Self-Repair
  - Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  - White Lining

- Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training

- Civil penalty of $1,000

- Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training

- Civil penalty of $ ____________________ 

- No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000

- Other ____________________

Abstentions:

Additional Information: ____________________

_______________________________

APPROVED: Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Carter's My-Plumber
Other Party: Vectren Energy Delivery
Case Number: 19774
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 1/3/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-20(a)(2)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☑️ Warning letter *(Special instructions:)*
  - Clearance Zone
  - Damaging Lines
  - Dig Tickets
  - Demolitions
  - Failure to Plan
  - Potholing
  - Probing
  - Self-Repair
  - Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  - White Lining

☐ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
☐ Civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
☐ Civil penalty of $______________________________

☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Other _________________________________

Abstentions:

Additional Information: _________________________________

_______________________________

APPROVED: Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Snyder Environmental Services, Inc.
Other Party: Vectren Energy Delivery
Case Number: 19775
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 1/3/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-16(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

- Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  - Clearance Zone
  - Damaging Lines
  - Dig Tickets
  - Demolitions
  - Failure to Plan
  - Potholing
  - Probing
  - Self-Repair
  - Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  - White Lining

- Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
- Civil penalty of $1,000
- Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
- Civil penalty of $______________________________
- No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
- Other __________________________

Abstentions:

Additional Information: ________________________________

APPROVED: ________________________________
Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Banning Engineering, LLC
Other Party: Vectren Energy Delivery
Case Number: 19779
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 1/7/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-16(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☑️ Warning letter (Special instructions:)
☐ Clearance Zone ☐ Failure to Plan ☐ Self-Repair
☐ Damaging Lines ☐ Potholing ☐ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
☐ Dig Tickets ☐ Probing ☐ White Lining
☐ Demolitions

☒ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
☐ Civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
☐ Civil penalty of $ __________________________

☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Other __________________________________________

Abstentions:

Additional Information: __________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

APPROVED: __________________________
Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Lankford Excavating, LLC
Other Party: Vectren Energy Delivery
Case Number: 19780
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 1/8/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-16(h)(expire)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

[ ] Warning letter *(Special instructions:)*
[ ] Clearance Zone
[ ] Failure to Plan
[ ] Self-Repair
[ ] Damaging Lines
[ ] Potholing
[ ] Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
[ ] Dig Tickets
[ ] Probing
[ ] White Lining
[ ] Demolitions

☑ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
☐ Civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
☐ Civil penalty of $ ____________________________
☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Other ____________________________

Abstentions:

Additional Information: ______________________________________
________________________________________________________________

APPROVED: ____________________________
Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: R Chavez Construction Company, Inc.
Other Party: Vectren Energy Delivery
Case Number: 19781
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 1/11/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-16(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐ Warning letter *(Special instructions:)*
☐ Clearance Zone ☐ Failure to Plan ☐ Self-Repairs
☐ Damaging Lines ☐ Potholing ☐ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
☐ Dig Tickets ☐ Probing ☐ White Lining
☐ Demolitions

☑ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
☐ Civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
☐ Civil penalty of $ ________________________________

☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Other ________________________________

Abstentions:

Additional Information: ________________________________

__________________________
Ben Warren
Chairman

APPROVED: ____________________________
Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Vectren Energy
Other Party: Vectren Energy Delivery
Case Number: 19782
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 1/9/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-20(a)(2)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

- Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  - Clearance Zone
  - Damaging Lines
  - Dig Tickets
  - Demolitions
  - Failure to Plan
  - Potholing
  - Probing
  - Self-Repair
  - Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  - White Lining

- Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
- Civil penalty of $1,000
- Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
- Civil penalty of $5,000

- No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
- Other

Abstentions:

Additional Information:

APPROVED: Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Tyler Holman
Other Party: Vectren Energy Delivery
Case Number: 19783
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 1/10/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-16(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☑ Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  □ Clearance Zone
  □ Damaging Lines
  ☑ Dig Tickets
  □ Demolitions
  □ Failure to Plan
  □ Potholing
  □ Probing
  □ Self-Repair
  □ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  □ White Lining

☐ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
☐ Civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
☐ Civil penalty of $ _____________________

☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Other _______________________________

Abstentions:

Additional Information: ______________________________________________________________

____________________________

APPROVED: Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Vectren Energy Delivery
Other Party: Tyler Excavating
Case Number: 19784
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 1/10/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-18(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

- Warning letter *(Special instructions:)*
  - Clearance Zone
  - Damaging Lines
  - Dig Tickets
  - Demolitions
  - Failure to Plan
  - Potholing
  - Probing
  - Self-Repair
  - Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  - White Lining

- Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
- Civil penalty of $1,000
- Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
- Civil penalty of $ _______________________
- No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
- Other _______________________

Abstentions:

Additional Information: _______________________

APPROVED: _______________________
Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Vectren Energy Delivery  
Other Party: Mr. Fence, Inc.  
Case Number: 19786  
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019  
Date of Damage: 1/11/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-18(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

- [ ] Warning letter *(Special instructions:)*  
  - [ ] Clearance Zone  
  - [ ] Damaging Lines  
  - [ ] Dig Tickets  
  - [ ] Demolitions  
  - [ ] Failure to Plan  
  - [ ] Potholing  
  - [ ] Probing  
  - [ ] Self-Repair  
  - [ ] Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers  
  - [ ] White Lining

- [ ] Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training

- [ ] Civil penalty of $1,000

- [ ] Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training

- [ ] Civil penalty of $ ________________

- [ ] No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000

- [ ] Other

Abstentions:

Additional Information: __________________________

________________________

APPROVED: ____________________
Ben Warren  
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Vectren Energy Delivery
Other Party: Rose Excavating, Inc.
Case Number: 19787
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 1/15/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-18(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

- Warning letter *(Special instructions:)
  - Clearance Zone
  - Damaging Lines
  - Dig Tickets
  - Demolitions
  - Failure to Plan
  - Potholing
  - Probing
  - Self-Repair
  - Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  - White Lining

- Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
- Civil penalty of $1,000
- Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
- Civil penalty of $ __________________________
- *No ticket escalation* - additional civil penalty of $1,000
- Other ______________________________________

Abstentions:

Additional Information: _________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

APPROVED: ____________________________
Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Vectren Energy Delivery
Other Party: Brackney, Inc.
Case Number: 19788
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 1/15/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-18(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

- Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  - Clearance Zone
  - Damaging Lines
  - Dig Tickets
  - Demolitions
  - Failure to Plan
  - Potholing
  - Probing
  - Self-Repair
  - Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  - White Lining

- Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
- Civil penalty of $1,000
- Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
- Civil penalty of $_____________________

- No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
- Other

Abstentions:

Additional Information: __________________________________________________________

________________________________________
APPROVED: Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: L M N Outdoor Solutions
Other Party: Vectren Energy Delivery
Case Number: 19789
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 1/10/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-16(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐ Warning letter (Special instructions:)
   ☐ Clearance Zone  ☐ Failure to Plan  ☐ Self-Repair
   ☐ Damaging Lines  ☐ Potholing     ☐ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
   ☐ Dig Tickets    ☐ Probing       ☐ White Lining
   ☐ Demolitions

☑ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training

☐ Civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
☐ Civil penalty of $ _______________________

☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Other ____________________________

Abstentions: Selking

Additional Information: __________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

APPROVED:  Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: International Inc.
Other Party: Citizens Gas
Case Number: 19790
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 1/24/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-20(a)(2)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐ Warning letter (Special instructions:)
☐ Clearance Zone
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Self-Repair
☐ Damaging Lines
☐ Potholing
☐ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
☐ Dig Tickets
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Demolitions
☐ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
☐ Civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
☒ Civil penalty of $3,500
☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Other

Abstentions: Warren

Additional Information:

APPROVED: Scott Sontag
Vice Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: R & B Transport LLC  
Other Party: Citizens Gas  
Case Number: 19791  
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019  
Date of Damage: 1/22/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-20(a)(2)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

- Warning letter *(Special instructions:)*
  - Clearance Zone
  - Damaging Lines
  - Dig Tickets
  - Demolitions

- Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
- Civil penalty of $1,000
- Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
- Civil penalty of $________

- **No ticket escalation** - additional civil penalty of $1,000
- Other ____________________________

Abstentions: **Warren**

Additional Information: _______________________________________

___________________________________________________________

APPROVED: Scott Sontag  
Vice Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: T S W Utility Solutions, Inc.
Other Party: Citizens Gas
Case Number: 19792
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 1/18/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-16(h)(expire)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐ Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  ☐ Clearance Zone  ☐ Failure to Plan  ☐ Self-Repair
  ☐ Damaging Lines  ☐ Potholing  ☐ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  ☐ Dig Tickets  ☐ Probing  ☐ White Lining
  ☐ Demolitions

☐ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
☐ Civil penalty of $1,000
☒ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
☐ Civil penalty of $ ____________________________
☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Other ____________________________

Abstentions: Warren

Additional Information: ________________________________________________________________

APPROVED: ____________________________________________
Scott Sontag
Vice Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: International Inc.
Other Party: Citizens Gas
Case Number: 19793
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 1/17/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-20(a)(2)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

- Warning letter *(Special instructions:)*
  - Clearance Zone
  - Damaging Lines
  - Dig Tickets
  - Demolitions
  - Failure to Plan
  - Potholing
  - Probing
  - Self-Repair
  - Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  - White Lining

- Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
- Civil penalty of $1,000
- Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
- Civil penalty of $3,000

- *No ticket escalation* - additional civil penalty of $1,000
- Other ____________________________

Abstentions: Warren

Additional Information: ____________________________

APPROVED: ____________________________
Scott Sontag
Vice Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: D K Home Improvements
Other Party: Citizens Gas
Case Number: 19794
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 1/17/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-16(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

- Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  - Clearance Zone
  - Damaging Lines
  - Dig Tickets
  - Demolitions

- Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training

- Civil penalty of $1,000

- Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training

- Civil penalty of $ ______________________ _

- No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000

- Other ________________________________

Abstentions: Warren

Additional Information: ________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

APPROVED: Scott Sonntag
Vice Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Verita Telecommunications
Other Party: Citizens Gas
Case Number: 19795
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 1/16/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-16(h)(expire)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐ Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  ☐ Clearance Zone  ☐ Failure to Plan  ☐ Self-Repair
  ☐ Damaging Lines  ☐ Potholing  ☐ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  ☐ Dig Tickets  ☐ Probing  ☐ White Lining
  ☐ Demolitions

☐ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
☐ Civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
☒ Civil penalty of $ 5,000

☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Other ____________________________________________

Abstentions: Warren

Additional Information: ____________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

APPROVED: Scott Sontag
Vice Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: International Inc.
Other Party: Citizens Gas
Case Number: 19797
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 1/11/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-20(a)(2)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐ Warning letter *(Special instructions:)*
☐ Clearance Zone ☐ Failure to Plan ☐ Self-Repair
☐ Damaging Lines ☐ Potholing ☐ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
☐ Dig Tickets ☐ Probing ☐ White Lining
☐ Demolitions

☐ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
☐ Civil penalty of $1,000
☒ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
☐ Civil penalty of $ ____________________________

☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Other ____________________________

Abstentions: Warren

Additional Information: ____________________________

__________________________ ____________________________
APPROVED: Scott Sontag Vice Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Hope Plumbing
Other Party: Citizens Gas
Case Number: 19798
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 1/10/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-20(a)(2)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐ Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  □ Clearance Zone
  □ Damaging Lines
  □ Dig Tickets
  □ Demolitions
  □ Failure to Plan
  □ Potholing
  □ Probing
  □ Self-Repair
  □ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  □ White Lining

☐ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
☐ Civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
☐ Civil penalty of $3,000
☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Other ____________________________

Abstentions: Warren

Additional Information: ________________________________________________

APPROVED: Scott Sontag
Vice Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Shakti Investment LLC
Other Party: Citizens Gas
Case Number: 19801
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 1/9/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-16(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐ Warning letter *(Special instructions:)*
  - Clearance Zone
  - Damaging Lines
  - Dig Tickets
  - Demolitions
  - Failure to Plan
  - Potholing
  - Probing
  - Self-Repair
  - Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  - White Lining

☒ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training

☐ Civil penalty of $1,000

☐ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training

☐ Civil penalty of $ ____________________________

☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000

☐ Other ____________________________

Abstentions: Warren

Additional Information: ____________________________________________________________

________________________________________

APPROVED: Scott Sontag
Vice Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Concrete Connection, Inc.
Other Party: Citizens Gas
Case Number: 19802
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 1/8/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-16(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐ Warning letter *(Special instructions:)*
  ☐ Clearance Zone
  ☐ Failure to Plan
  ☐ Self-Repair
  ☐ Damaging Lines
  ☐ Potholing
  ☐ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  ☐ Dig Tickets
  ☐ Probing
  ☐ White Lining
  ☐ Demolitions

☑ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
☐ Civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
☐ Civil penalty of $ _______________________

☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Other

Abstentions: Warren

Additional Information: ________________________________

APPROVED: ________________________________
Scott Sontag
Vice Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Gibson Electric
Other Party: Citizens Gas
Case Number: 19804
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 1/2/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-16(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

- Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  - Clearance Zone
  - Damaging Lines
  - Dig Tickets
  - Demolitions
  - Failure to Plan
  - Potholing
  - Probing
  - Self-Repair
  - Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  - White Lining

- Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
- Civil penalty of $1,000
- Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
- Civil penalty of $________________________
- No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
- Other ________________________________

Abstentions: Warren

Additional Information: ________________________________

APPROVED: Scott Sontag
Vice Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Vectren Energy Delivery
Other Party: Miller Pipeline, LLC
Case Number: 19805
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 1/14/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-18(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

- Warning letter *(Special instructions:)*
  - Clearance Zone
  - Damaging Lines
  - Dig Tickets
  - Demolitions
  - Failure to Plan
  - Potholing
  - Probing
  - Self-Repair
  - Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  - White Lining

- Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
- Civil penalty of $1,000
- Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
- Civil penalty of $ ______________________
- No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
- Other __________________________________________

Abstentions: Miller

Additional Information: __________________________________________

__________________________________________

APPROVED: __________________________
Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Vectren Energy Delivery
Other Party: Utilitex LLC
Case Number: 19806
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 1/16/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-18(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐ Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  ☐ Clearance Zone ☐ Failure to Plan ☐ Self-Repair
  ☐ Damaging Lines ☐ Potholing ☐ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  ☐ Dig Tickets ☐ Probing ☐ White Lining
  ☐ Demolitions

☐ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training

☒ Civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
☐ Civil penalty of $ _________________________________

☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Other _________________________________

Abstentions:

Additional Information: ____________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

APPROVED: __________________________
Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Vectren Energy Delivery
Other Party: Gehring Underground, Inc.
Case Number: 19807
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 1/16/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-18(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

- Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  - Clearance Zone
  - Damaging Lines
  - Dig Tickets
  - Demolitions
  - Failure to Plan
  - Potholing
  - Probing
  - Self-Repair
  - Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  - White Lining

- Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
- Civil penalty of $1,000
- Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
- Civil penalty of $__________________________
- No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
- Other ____________________________

Abstentions:

Additional Information: __________________________________________

___________________________________________

APPROVED: ___________________________
Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Vectren Energy Delivery
Other Party: R & W Contracting, Inc.
Case Number: 19808
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 1/18/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-18(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐ Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  ☐ Clearance Zone ☐ Failure to Plan ☐ Self-Repair
  ☐ Damaging Lines ☐ Potholing ☐ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  ☐ Dig Tickets ☐ Probing ☐ White Lining
  ☐ Demolitions

☐ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
☒ Civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
☐ Civil penalty of $ __________________________
☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Other __________________________

Abstentions:

Additional Information: ____________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

APPROVED:  

[Signature]
Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: NuLook Home Service
Other Party: Vectren Energy Delivery
Case Number: 19809
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 1/18/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-16(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐ Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  ☐ Clearance Zone  ☐ Failure to Plan  ☐ Self-Repair
  ☐ Damaging Lines  ☐ Potholing  ☐ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  ☐ Dig Tickets  ☐ Probing  ☐ White Lining
  ☐ Demolitions

☒ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
☐ Civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
☐ Civil penalty of $ ______________________ 

☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Other ________________________________

Abstentions:

Additional Information: __________________________________________
______________________________

APPROVED: _______________

Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: C A Advanced, Inc.
Other Party: Vectren Energy Delivery
Case Number: 19810
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 1/21/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-16(h)(prior)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

- Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  - Clearance Zone
  - Damaging Lines
  - Dig Tickets
  - Demolitions

- Failure to Plan
- Potholing
- Probing
- Self-Repair
- Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
- White Lining

- Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
- Civil penalty of $1,000
- Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
- Civil penalty of $ ______________________
- No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
- Other

Abstentions:

Additional Information:

Approved:

Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Vectren Energy Delivery
Other Party: Eagle Valley Construction Corp.
Case Number: 19811
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 1/22/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-18(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

- Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  - Clearance Zone
  - Damaging Lines
  - Dig Tickets
  - Demolitions
  - Failure to Plan
  - Potholing
  - Probing
  - Self-Repair
  - Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  - White Lining

- Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
- Civil penalty of $1,000
- Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
- Civil penalty of $_______________________________
- No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
- Other _________________________________

Abstentions:

Additional Information: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

APPROVED: ________________________
Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: American Utility Corp, Inc.
Other Party: Vectren Energy Delivery
Case Number: 19812
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 1/24/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-20(a)(1)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐ Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  ☐ Clearance Zone  ☐ Failure to Plan  ☐ Self-Repair
  ☐ Damaging Lines  ☐ Potholing  ☐ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  ☐ Dig Tickets  ☐ Probing  ☐ White Lining
  ☐ Demolitions

☐ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
☐ Civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
☒ Civil penalty of $3,500
☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Other

Abstentions:

Additional Information: ____________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

APPROVED: ____________________________________________
Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Vectren Energy Delivery
Other Party: Miller Pipeline, LLC
Case Number: 19813
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 1/24/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-18(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

- Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  - Clearance Zone
  - Damaging Lines
  - Dig Tickets
  - Demolitions
  - Failure to Plan
  - Potholing
  - Probing
  - Self-Repair
  - Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  - White Lining
- Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
- Civil penalty of $1,000
- Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
- Civil penalty of $________________________
- No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
- Other __________________________

Abstentions: Miller

Additional Information: ____________________________

______________________________
APPROVED: Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Joseph D. Conley
Other Party: Vectren Energy Delivery
Case Number: 19815
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 1/25/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-16(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

- Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  - Clearance Zone
  - Damaging Lines
  - Dig Tickets
  - Demolitions
  - Failure to Plan
  - Potholing
  - Probing
  - Self-Repair
  - Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  - White Lining

- Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
- Civil penalty of $1,000
- Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
- Civil penalty of $ _______________________
- No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
- Other

Abstentions:

Additional Information: ____________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

APPROVED:  
Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Jackson Concrete
Other Party: Vectren Energy Delivery
Case Number: 19816
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 1/28/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-16(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐ Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  □ Clearance Zone
  □ Failure to Plan
  □ Damaging Lines
  □ Potholing
  □ Dig Tickets
  □ Probing
  □ Demolitions
  □ Self-Repair
  □ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  □ White Lining

☒ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
☐ Civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
☐ Civil penalty of $ __________________________

☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Other __________________________

Abstentions:

Additional Information: __________________________

APPROVED: __________________________

Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Complete Demolition Services, LLC
Other Party: Vectren Energy Delivery
Case Number: 19817
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 1/28/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-16(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

- [ ] Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  - [ ] Clearance Zone
  - [ ] Failure to Plan
  - [ ] Self-Repair
  - [ ] Damaging Lines
  - [ ] Potholing
  - [ ] Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  - [ ] Dig Tickets
  - [ ] Probing
  - [ ] White Lining
  - [ ] Demolitions

- [ ] Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
- [ ] Civil penalty of $1,000
- [ ] Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
- [ ] Civil penalty of $ __________

- [ ] No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
- [ ] Other __________

Abstentions:

Additional Information: ________________________________

______________________________
APPROVED: Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Maxwell Construction
Other Party: Vectren Energy Delivery
Case Number: 19818
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 1/29/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-20(a)(2)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐ Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  ☐ Clearance Zone  ☐ Failure to Plan  ☐ Self-Repair
  ☐ Damaging Lines  ☐ Potholing  ☐ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  ☐ Dig Tickets  ☐ Probing  ☐ White Lining
  ☐ Demolitions

☒ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
☐ Civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
☐ Civil penalty of $ __________________________

☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Other __________________________

Abstentions:

Additional Information: Crimped line.

APPROVED: [Signature]
Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Town of Edinburgh
Other Party: Vectren Energy Delivery
Case Number: 19820
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 1/30/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-16(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐ Warning letter (Special instructions:)
☐ Clearance Zone
☐ Damaging Lines
☐ Dig Tickets
☐ Demolitions
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Potholing
☐ Probing
☐ Self-Repair
☐ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
☐ White Lining

☒ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
☐ Civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
☐ Civil penalty of $ ____________________
☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Other ____________________

Abstentions:

Additional Information: ____________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

APPROVED:  
Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: City of Lake Station
Other Party: Northern Indiana Public Service Company
Case Number: 19822
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 1/2/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-16(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐ Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  ☐ Clearance Zone  ☐ Failure to Plan  ☐ Self-Repair
  ☐ Damaging Lines  ☐ Potholing  ☐ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  ☐ Dig Tickets  ☐ Probing  ☐ White Lining
  ☐ Demolitions

☐ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training

☐ Civil penalty of $1,000

☒ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training

☐ Civil penalty of $ ______________________ 

☒ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000

☐ Other

Abstentions: Selking

Additional Information: ________________________________________________

______________________________________________

APPROVED: ____________________________
Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Meade Electric Company, Inc.
Other Party: Northern Indiana Public Service Company
Case Number: 19823
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 1/3/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-20(a)(2)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

- [ ] Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  - [ ] Clearance Zone
  - [ ] Failure to Plan
  - [ ] Damaging Lines
  - [ ] Potholing
  - [ ] Dig Tickets
  - [ ] Probing
  - [ ] Demolitions
  - [ ] Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  - [ ] White Lining

- [ ] Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
- [ ] Civil penalty of $1,000
- [ ] Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
  - Civil penalty of $5,000
- [ ] No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
- [ ] Other ____________________________________________________________

Abstentions: Selking

Additional Information: ___________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

APPROVED: _______________________
Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Jeff Gautsche
Other Party: Northern Indiana Public Service Company
Case Number: 19824
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 1/4/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-20(a)(1)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☑ Warning letter (Special instructions:)
☐ Clearance Zone ☑ Failure to Plan ☑ Self-Repair
☐ Damaging Lines ☐ Potholing ☐ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
☐ Dig Tickets ☐ Probing ☐ White Lining
☐ Demolitions

☐ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
☐ Civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
☐ Civil penalty of $ _____________________

☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Other _____________________

Abstentions: Selking

Additional Information: ________________________________

APPROVED: ________________________________
Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: NIPSCO
Other Party: Ideal Decks & Fencing
Case Number: 19825
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 1/4/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-18(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐ Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  ☐ Clearance Zone  ☐ Failure to Plan  ☐ Self-Repair
  ☐ Damaging Lines  ☐ Potholing  ☐ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  ☐ Dig Tickets  ☐ Probing  ☐ White Lining
  ☐ Demolitions

☐ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training

☒ Civil penalty of $1,000

☐ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training

☐ Civil penalty of $ ______________________

☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000

☐ Other ______________________________

Abstentions: Selking

Additional Information: ______________________________

____________________________________________________

APPROVED: ______________________________
Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: NIPSCO
Other Party: Andover Management/View Pointe Apartments
Case Number: 19826
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 1/4/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-18(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐ Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  ☐ Clearance Zone  ☐ Failure to Plan  ☐ Self-Repair
  ☐ Damaging Lines  ☐ Potholing  ☐ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  ☐ Dig Tickets  ☐ Probing  ☐ White Lining
  ☐ Demolitions

☐ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
☐ Civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
☐ Civil penalty of $ __________________________

☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Other __________________________

Abstentions: Selking

Additional Information: __________________________

APPROVED: Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: M7 Excavating, LLC
Other Party: Northern Indiana Public Service Company
Case Number: 19827
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 1/8/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-20(a)(2)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐ Warning letter (Special instructions:)
☐ Clearance Zone  ☐ Failure to Plan  ☐ Self-Repair
☐ Damaging Lines  ☐ Potholing  ☐ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
☐ Dig Tickets  ☐ Probing  ☐ White Lining
☐ Demolitions
☐ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
☐ Civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
☐ Civil penalty of $ ____________________________
☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Other ____________________________

Abstentions: Selking

Additional Information: ____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

APPROVED: __________________________________________
Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Mike Prugh
Other Party: Northern Indiana Public Service Company
Case Number: 19829
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 1/10/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-16(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐ Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  ☐ Clearance Zone   ☐ Failure to Plan   ☐ Self-Repair
  ☐ Damaging Lines   ☐ Potholing       ☐ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  ☐ Dig Tickets     ☐ Probing         ☐ White Lining
  ☐ Demolitions

☒ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
☐ Civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
☐ Civil penalty of $ ________________________________

☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Other ________________________________

Abstentions:

Additional Information: ____________________________________________

________________________________________________________

APPROVED:  
Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: NIPSCO
Other Party: Bunn Trucking & Excavating, Inc.
Case Number: 19831
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 1/11/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-18(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

- Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  - Clearance Zone
  - Damaging Lines
  - Dig Tickets
  - Demolitions
  - Failure to Plan
  - Potholing
  - Probing
  - Self-Repair
  - Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  - White Lining

Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training

Civil penalty of $1,000

Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training

Civil penalty of $ ____________________

No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000

Other

Abstentions: Selking

Additional Information: __________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

APPROVED:  Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent:  NIPSCO
Other Party:  NIPSCO - Electric
Case Number:  19832
Date of Advisory Meeting:  8/12/2019
Date of Damage:  1/11/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-18(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐  Warning letter (Special instructions:)
   ☐ Clearance Zone  ☐ Failure to Plan  ☐ Self-Repair
   ☐ Damaging Lines  ☐ Potholing  ☐ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
   ☐ Dig Tickets  ☐ Probing  ☐ White Lining
   ☐ Demolitions

☐  Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training

☐  Civil penalty of $1,000

☐  Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training

☐  Civil penalty of $ _______________________

☐  No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000

☐  Other ________________________________

Abstentions:  Selking

Additional Information: ____________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

APPROVED:  

Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: NIPSCO
Other Party: Fort Wayne City Utilities
Case Number: 19835
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 1/17/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-18(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

- Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  - Clearance Zone
  - Damaging Lines
  - Dig Tickets
  - Demolitions
  - Failure to Plan
  - Potholing
  - Probing
  - Self-Repair
  - Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  - White Lining

- Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
- Civil penalty of $1,000
- Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
- Civil penalty of $ _______________________
- No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
- Other _______________________

Abstentions: Selking

Additional Information: ____________________________________________

________________________________________

APPROVED: Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: NIPSCO
Other Party: American Fence Company, Inc.
Case Number: 19836
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 1/17/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-18(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐ Warning letter (Special instructions):
  ☐ Clearance Zone  ☐ Failure to Plan  ☐ Self-Repair
  ☐ Damaging Lines  ☐ Potholing  ☐ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  ☐ Dig Tickets  ☐ Probing  ☐ White Lining
  ☐ Demolitions

☐ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
☑ Civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
☐ Civil penalty of $______________________________

☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Other _______________________________________

Abstentions: Selking

Additional Information: ________________________________

APPROVED:  
Ben Warren  
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Community Fiber - a New Paris Telephone Co.
Other Party: Northern Indiana Public Service Company
Case Number: 19837
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 1/17/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-16(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐ Warning letter *(Special instructions:)*
  ☐ Clearance Zone
  ☐ Damaging Lines
  ☐ Dig Tickets
  ☐ Demolitions
  ☐ Failure to Plan
  ☐ Potholing
  ☐ Probing
  ☐ Self-Repair
  ☐ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  ☐ White Lining

☒ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
☐ Civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
☐ Civil penalty of $______________________________

☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Other ________________________________

Abstentions: Selking

Additional Information: Bent line & crimped

APPROVED: Ben Warren
Chairman
The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
**IC 8-1-26-16(h)**

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

- [ ] Warning letter *(Special instructions:)*
  - Clearance Zone
  - Damaging Lines
  - Dig Tickets
  - Demolitions
  - Failure to Plan
  - Potholing
  - Probing
  - Self-Repair
  - Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  - White Lining

- [X] Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
- [ ] Civil penalty of $1,000
- [ ] Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
- [ ] Civil penalty of $________________________

- [ ] No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
- [ ] Other __________________________

Abstentions: **Selking**

Additional Information: _____________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

APPROVED: ________________________________
Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: NIPSCO
Other Party: Indiana Michigan Power Company (AEP)
Case Number: 19839
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 1/22/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-18(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐ Warning letter (Special instructions:)
- Clearance Zone
- Damaging Lines
- Dig Tickets
- Demolitions
- Failure to Plan
- Potholing
- Probing
- Self-Repair
- Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
- White Lining

☐ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
☒ Civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
☐ Civil penalty of $ ____________________
☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Other ____________________

Abstentions: Selking

Additional Information: ________________________________________________________________

__________________________

APPROVED: Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: NIPSCO
Other Party: Fort Wayne City Utilities
Case Number: 19840
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 1/24/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-18(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐ Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  □ Clearance Zone  □ Failure to Plan  □ Self-Repair
  □ Damaging Lines  □ Potholing  □ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  □ Dig Tickets  □ Probing  □ White Lining
  □ Demolitions

☐ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
☐ Civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
☐ Civil penalty of $ ______________________

☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Other __________________________

Abstentions: Selking

Additional Information: ____________________________________________

________________________________________

APPROVED: 
Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Deichman Excavating Co., Inc.
Other Party: Northern Indiana Public Service Company
Case Number: 19842
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 1/28/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-20(a)(3)(b)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐ Warning letter (Special instructions:)
☐ Clearance Zone  ☐ Failure to Plan  ☐ Self-Repair
☐ Damaging Lines  ☐ Potholing  ☐ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
☐ Dig Tickets  ☐ Probing  ☐ White Lining
☐ Demolitions

☐ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
☐ Civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
☐ Civil penalty of $5,000

☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Other

Abstentions: Selking

Additional Information: ____________________________________________________________

_________________________________________
APPROVED: Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent:           D L Z Construction, LLC
Other Party:          Vectren Energy Delivery
Case Number:          19843
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage:       2/1/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-20(a)(2)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

- Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  - Clearance Zone
  - Self-Repair
  - Damaging Lines
  - Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  - Dig Tickets
  - Probing
  - Demolitions
  - White Lining

- Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
- Civil penalty of $1,000
- Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
- Civil penalty of $ _______________________

- No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
- Other ________________________________

Abstentions:

Additional Information: ____________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

APPROVED:            Ben Warren
                      Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Seth Briggeman
Other Party: Vectren Energy Delivery
Case Number: 19844
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 2/2/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-16(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

- Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  - Clearance Zone
  - Damaging Lines
  - Dig Tickets
  - Demolitions
  - Failure to Plan
  - Potholing
  - Probing
  - Self-Repair
  - Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  - White Lining

- Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
- Civil penalty of $1,000
- Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
- Civil penalty of $ ____________
- No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
- Other __________________________

Abstentions:

Additional Information: ____________________________

APPROVED: ____________________________
Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Vectren Energy Delivery
Other Party: Sit-Co, LLC
Case Number: 19845
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 2/3/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-18(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

- Warning letter (Special instructions):
  - Clearance Zone
  - Failure to Plan
  - Self-Repair
  - Damaging Lines
  - Potholing
  - Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  - Dig Tickets
  - Probing
  - White Lining
  - Demolitions

- Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training

- Civil penalty of $1,000

- Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training

- Civil penalty of $__________________________

- No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000

- Other ______________________________________

Abstentions:

Additional Information: ________________________________________________________________

______________________________
APPROVED: Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: B & T Drainage & Excavating
Other Party: Vectren Energy Delivery
Case Number: 19846
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 2/4/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-20(a)(2)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

- Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  - Clearance Zone
  - Dig Tickets
  - Demolitions
  - Self-Repair
  - Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  - White Lining

- Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
- Civil penalty of $1,000
- Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
- Civil penalty of $_________________________
- No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
- Other ________________________________

Abstentions:

Additional Information: __________________________________________________________

APPROVED:  
Ben Warren  
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Ratcliff, Inc.  
Other Party: Vectren Energy Delivery  
Case Number: 19848  
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019  
Date of Damage: 2/5/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
**IC 8-1-26-16(h)**

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

- [x] Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
- [ ] Civil penalty of $1,000
- [ ] Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
- [ ] Civil penalty of $__________________________
- [ ] No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
- [ ] Other ___________________________________________________________________________________

Abstentions:

Additional Information: _____________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

APPROVED: ____________________________
Ben Warren  
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: C A Advanced, Inc.
Other Party: Vectren Energy Delivery
Case Number: 19849
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 2/8/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-20(a)(1)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐ Warning letter *(Special instructions:)*
- Clearance Zone
- Damaging Lines
- Dig Tickets
- Demolitions
- Failure to Plan
- Potholing
- Probing
- Self-Repair
- Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
- White Lining

☑ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
☐ Civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
☐ Civil penalty of $ __________________________

☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Other __________________________

Abstentions:

Additional Information: __________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

APPROVED: __________________________
Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Vectren Energy Delivery
Other Party: Charles Reed
Case Number: 19850
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 2/9/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-18(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐ Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  ☐ Clearance Zone
  ☐ Damaging Lines
  ☐ Dig Tickets
  ☐ Demolitions
  ☐ Failure to Plan
  ☐ Potholing
  ☐ Probing
  ☐ Self-Repair
  ☐ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  ☐ White Lining

☐ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
☒ Civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
☐ Civil penalty of $ _____________________

☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Other

Abstentions:

Additional Information: __________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________

APPROVED: __________________________
Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Vectren Energy Delivery
Other Party: Wills Excavating, Inc.
Case Number: 19851
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 2/11/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-18(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐ Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  □ Clearance Zone  □ Failure to Plan  □ Self-Repair
  □ Damaging Lines  □ Potholing  □ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  □ Dig Tickets  □ Probing  □ White Lining
  □ Demolitions

☐ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
☒ Civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
☐ Civil penalty of $ ________________________________

☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Other ________________________________

Abstentions:

Additional Information: ________________________________

______________________________
APPROVED: Ben Warren

Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Vectren Energy Delivery
Other Party: White Construction, Inc.
Case Number: 19852
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 2/11/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-18(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

- Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  - Clearance Zone
  - Damaging Lines
  - Dig Tickets
  - Demolitions
  - Failure to Plan
  - Potholing
  - Probing
  - Self-Repair
  - Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  - White Lining

- Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
- Civil penalty of $1,000
- Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
- Civil penalty of $________________________
- No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
- Other ______________________________________

Abstentions:

Additional Information: __________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

APPROVED: 

Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: City of Anderson
Other Party: Vectren Energy Delivery
Case Number: 19853
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 2/11/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-16(h)(expire)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

- Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  - □ Clearance Zone
  - □ Damaging Lines
  - □ Dig Tickets
  - □ Demolitions
  - □ Failure to Plan
  - □ Potholing
  - □ Probing
  - □ Self-Repair
  - □ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  - □ White Lining

- □ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
- □ Civil penalty of $1,000
- □ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
- □ Civil penalty of $3,500
- □ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
- □ Other

Abstentions:

Additional Information:

APPROVED:  
Ben Warren  
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Sizemore Concrete, LLC
Other Party: Vectren Energy Delivery
Case Number: 19854
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 2/12/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-16(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐ Warning letter (Special instructions:)
☐ Clearance Zone
☐ Damaging Lines
☐ Dig Tickets
☐ Demolitions
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Potholing
☐ Probing
☐ Self-Repair
☐ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
☐ White Lining

Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training

☐ Civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
☐ Civil penalty of $ ____________________

☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Other ____________________

Abstentions:

Additional Information: __________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

APPROVED: _______________________
Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Whalen Construction Co., Inc.
Other Party: Vectren Energy Delivery
Case Number: 19855
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 2/13/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-20(a)(2)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

- Warning letter *(Special instructions:)*
  - Clearance Zone
  - Damaging Lines
  - Dig Tickets
  - Demolitions
  - Failure to Plan
  - Potholing
  - Probing
  - Self-Repair
  - Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  - White Lining

- Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
- Civil penalty of $1,000
- Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
- Civil penalty of $3,500
- No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
- Other

Abstentions:

Additional Information: ________________________________

APPROVED: ________________________________

Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent:   Trent Electric Inc.
Other Party:  Vectren Energy Delivery
Case Number: 19856
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 2/14/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-16(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐ Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  ☐ Clearance Zone
  ☐ Damaging Lines
  ☐ Dig Tickets
  ☐ Demolitions
  ☐ Failure to Plan
  ☐ Potholing
  ☐ Probing
  ☐ Self-Repair
  ☐ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  ☐ White Lining

☐ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
☐ Civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
☐ Civil penalty of $ ____________________
☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Other ____________________

Abstentions:

Additional Information: ____________________

__________________________________________________________________________

APPROVED:  
Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Vectren Energy Delivery
Other Party: S R Mechanical, LLC
Case Number: 19857
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 2/14/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-18(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

- Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  - Clearance Zone
  - Damaging Lines
  - Dig Tickets
  - Demolitions

- Failure to Plan
  - Potholing
  - Probing
  - Self-Repair
  - Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  - White Lining

- Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
- Civil penalty of $1,000
- Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
- Civil penalty of $__________________________
- No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
- Other ____________________________

Abstentions:

Additional Information: ____________________________________________

__________________________________________

APPROVED: Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Van Hoy & Sons Contracting, Inc.
Other Party: Vectren Energy Delivery
Case Number: 19858
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 2/14/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-20(a)(1)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

- Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  - Clearance Zone
  - Damaging Lines
  - Dig Tickets
  - Demolitions

- Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
- Civil penalty of $1,000
- Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
- Civil penalty of $ _____________________
- No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
- Other

Abstentions: Van Hoy Watters

Additional Information: Completed 5/28/19

APPROVED: Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Vectren Energy Delivery
Other Party: Hydaker Wheatlake Co.
Case Number: 19859
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 2/15/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-18(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐ Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  ☐ Clearance Zone  ☐ Failure to Plan  ☐ Self-Repair
  ☐ Damaging Lines  ☐ Potholing  ☐ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  ☐ Dig Tickets  ☐ Probing  ☐ White Lining
  ☐ Demolitions

☐ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
☐ Civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
☐ Civil penalty of $ _______________________

☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Other ______________________

Abstentions:

Additional Information: ______________________

________________________

APPROVED: Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Vectren Energy Delivery  
Other Party: Setser Cable Construction LLC  
Case Number: 19860  
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019  
Date of Damage: 2/15/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):  
IC 8-1-26-18(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

- □ Warning letter *(Special instructions:)*
  - □ Clearance Zone  
  - □ Damaging Lines  
  - □ Dig Tickets  
  - □ Demolitions  
  - □ Failure to Plan  
  - □ Potholing  
  - □ Probing  
  - □ Self-Repair  
  - □ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers  
  - □ White Lining

- □ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
  - □ Civil penalty of $1,000
  - □ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
  - □ Civil penalty of $______________________________
  - □ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
  - □ Other ________________________________

Abstentions:

Additional Information: ____________________________________________

________________________________________

APPROVED:  
Ben Warren  
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Community Natural Gas Inc
Other Party: Kevin Huntley Excavating, Inc.
Case Number: 19861
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 2/25/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-18(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

- Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  - Clearance Zone
  - Failure to Plan
  - Self-Repair
  - Damaging Lines
  - Potholing
  - Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  - Dig Tickets
  - Probing
  - White Lining
  - Demolitions

- Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training

- Civil penalty of $1,000

- Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training

- Civil penalty of $ __________________________

- No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000

- Other  __________________________________________

Abstentions:

Additional Information:  __________________________________________

________________________________________

APPROVED:  Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Fountaintown Gas Company, Inc
Other Party: Davis H. Elliot Company, Inc.
Case Number: 19862
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 2/27/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-18(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

- Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  - Clearance Zone
  - Damaging Lines
  - Dig Tickets
  - Demolitions
  - Failure to Plan
  - Potholing
  - Probing
  - Self-Repair
  - Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  - White Lining

- Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training

- Civil penalty of $1,000

- Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training

- Civil penalty of $__________________________

- No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000

- Other ____________________________

Abstentions:

Additional Information: _________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

APPROVED: ____________________________
Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: A C M Concrete & Excavating LLC
Other Party: Citizens Gas
Case Number: 19863
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 2/26/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-16(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐ Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  ☐ Clearance Zone  ☐ Failure to Plan  ☐ Self-Repair
  ☐ Damaging Lines  ☐ Potholing  ☐ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  ☐ Dig Tickets  ☐ Probing  ☐ White Lining
  ☐ Demolitions

☑ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
☐ Civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
☐ Civil penalty of $__________________________

☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Other ____________________________

Abstentions: Warren

Additional Information: ____________________________
__________________________

APPROVED: ____________________________
Scott Sontag
Vice Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Citizens Gas
Other Party: Citizens Energy Group - Water
Case Number: 19866
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 2/11/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-18(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

- □ Warning letter *(Special instructions:)*
  - □ Clearance Zone
  - □ Failure to Plan
  - □ Self-Repair
  - □ Damaging Lines
  - □ Potholing
  - □ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  - □ Dig Tickets
  - □ Probing
  - □ White Lining
  - □ Demolitions

- □ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training

- □ Civil penalty of $1,000

- □ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training

- □ Civil penalty of $________________________

- □ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000

- □ Other ________________________________

Abstentions: Warren

Additional Information: ____________________________________________________________

APPROVED: Scott Sontag
           Vice Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Citizens Energy Group - Water
Other Party: Citizens Gas
Case Number: 19867
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 2/7/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-20(a)(2)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

- Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  - Clearance Zone
  - Damaging Lines
  - Dig Tickets
  - Demolitions
  - Failure to Plan
  - Potholing
  - Probing
  - Self-Repair
  - Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  - White Lining

- Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
- Civil penalty of $1,000
- Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
- Civil penalty of $3,500

- No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
- Other

Abstentions: Warren

Additional Information: 

APPROVED: Scott Sontag
Vice Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Citizens Energy Group - Water
Other Party: Citizens Gas
Case Number: 19868
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 2/4/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-16(h)(expire)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐ Warning letter (Special instructions:)
☐ Clearance Zone ☐ Failure to Plan ☐ Self-Repair
☐ Damaging Lines ☐ Potholing ☐ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
☐ Dig Tickets ☐ Probing ☐ White Lining
☐ Demolitions

☐ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
☐ Civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
☒ Civil penalty of $3,000
☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Other

Abstentions: Warren

Additional Information: ____________________________

APPROVED: Scott Sontag
Vice Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: City of Indianapolis
Other Party: Citizens Gas
Case Number: 19870
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 2/3/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-16(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

- Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  - Clearance Zone
  - Damaging Lines
  - Dig Tickets
  - Demolitions

- Failure to Plan
- Potholing
- Probing
- Self-Repair
- Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
- White Lining

- Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
- Civil penalty of $1,000
- Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
- Civil penalty of $________________________

- No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
- Other ________________________________

Abstentions: Warren

Additional Information: __________________________________________________________

______________________________
APPROVED: Scott Sontag
Vice Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Alfredo Trejo
Other Party: Citizens Gas
Case Number: 19871
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 2/3/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-16(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

- Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  - Clearance Zone
  - Damaging Lines
  - Dig Tickets
  - Demolitions
  - Failure to Plan
  - Potholing
  - Probing
  - Self-Repair
  - Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  - White Lining

- Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
- Civil penalty of $1,000
- Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
- Civil penalty of $ _______________________
- No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
- Other

Abstentions: Warren

Additional Information:

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

APPROVED: Scott Sontag
Vice Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Duran Construction LLC
Other Party: Citizens Gas
Case Number: 19872
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 2/3/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-20(a)(2)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐ Warning letter *(Special instructions:)*
  ☐ Clearance Zone ☐ Failure to Plan ☐ Self-Repair
  ☐ Damaging Lines ☐ Potholing ☐ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  ☐ Dig Tickets ☐ Probing ☐ White Lining
  ☐ Demolitions

☐ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training

☐ Civil penalty of $1,000

☒ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training

☐ Civil penalty of $______________________________

☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000

☐ Other ________________________________

Abstentions: Warren

Additional Information: ________________________________

______________________________

APPROVED: Scott Santag
Vice Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: NIPSCO
Other Party: Action Plumbing, Inc. (Cedar Lake)
Case Number: 19873
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 2/4/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-18(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐ Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  ☐ Clearance Zone  ☐ Failure to Plan  ☐ Self-Repair
  ☐ Damaging Lines  ☐ Potholing  ☐ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  ☐ Dig Tickets  ☐ Probing  ☐ White Lining
  ☐ Demolitions

☐ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
☒ Civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
☐ Civil penalty of $ ______________________

☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Other ______________________

Abstentions: Selking

Additional Information: ______________________

______________________
APPROVED: Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Ironclad Excavating, Inc.
Other Party: Northern Indiana Public Service Company
Case Number: 19874
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 2/5/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-20(a)(2)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐ Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  ☐ Clearance Zone ☐ Failure to Plan ☐ Self-Repair
  ☐ Damaging Lines ☐ Potholing ☐ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  ☐ Dig Tickets ☐ Probing ☐ White Lining
  ☐ Demolitions

☐ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
☐ Civil penalty of $1,000
☒ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
☐ Civil penalty of $ _______________________
☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Other _______________________

Abstentions: Selking

Additional Information: _______________________

APPROVED: _______________________
Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: NIPSCO
Other Party: Lightning Drilling
Case Number: 19875
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 2/5/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-18(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐ Warning letter (Special instructions:)
☐ Clearance Zone ☐ Failure to Plan ☐ Self-Repair
☐ Damaging Lines ☐ Potholing ☐ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
☐ Dig Tickets ☐ Probing ☐ White Lining
☐ Demolitions

☐ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
☒ Civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
☐ Civil penalty of $ ______________________

☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Other ______________________

Abstentions: Selking

Additional Information: ______________________

APPROVED: _____________________________
Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: NIPSCO
Other Party: Dunigan Bros., Inc.
Case Number: 19876
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 2/6/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-18(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐ Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  ☐ Clearance Zone  ☐ Failure to Plan  ☐ Self-Repair
  ☐ Damaging Lines  ☐ Potholing  ☐ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  ☐ Dig Tickets  ☐ Probing  ☐ White Lining
  ☐ Demolitions

☐ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training

☒ Civil penalty of $1,000

☐ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training

☐ Civil penalty of $ _____________________

☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000

☐ Other _____________________

Abstentions: Selking

Additional Information: ________________________________

______________________________

APPROVED: Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: NIPSCO
Other Party: Fleming Excavating, Inc.
Case Number: 19877
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 2/6/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-18(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

- Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  - Clearance Zone
  - Damaging Lines
  - Dig Tickets
  - Demolitions
  - Failure to Plan
  - Potholing
  - Probing
  - Self-Repair
  - Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  - White Lining

- Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training

- Civil penalty of $1,000

- Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training

- Civil penalty of $______________________________

- No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000

- Other ________________________________

Abstentions: Selking

Additional Information: ________________________________

______________________________

APPROVED: Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: NIPSCO
Other Party: John Boettcher Sewer & Excavating Contractor, LTD
Case Number: 19878
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 2/6/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-18(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐ Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  ☐ Clearance Zone ☐ Failure to Plan ☐ Self-Repair
  ☐ Damaging Lines ☐ Potholing ☐ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  ☐ Dig Tickets ☐ Probing ☐ White Lining
  ☐ Demolitions

☐ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
☐ Civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
☐ Civil penalty of $________________________
☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Other ________________________________

Abstentions: Selking

Additional Information: ________________________________

__________________________
APPROVED: Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Indiana Michigan Power Company (A E P)
Other Party: Northern Indiana Public Service Company
Case Number: 19879
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 2/6/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-16(h)(expire)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐ Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  ☐ Clearance Zone □ Failure to Plan □ Self-Repair
  ☐ Damaging Lines □ Potholing □ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  ☐ Dig Tickets □ Probing □ White Lining
  ☐ Demolitions

☒ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
☐ Civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
☐ Civil penalty of $ ______________________ 
☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Other

Abstentions: Selking

Additional Information: ______________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

APPROVED: ______________________
Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Dunigan Bros., Inc.
Other Party: Northern Indiana Public Service Company
Case Number: 19880
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 2/6/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-20(a)(3)(b)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐ Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  □ Clearance Zone
  □ Damaging Lines
  □ Dig Tickets
  □ Demolitions
  □ Failure to Plan
  □ Potholing
  □ Probing
  □ Self-Repair
  □ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  □ White Lining

☐ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
☐ Civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
☐ Civil penalty of $3,500

☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Other

Abstentions: Selking

Additional Information: 

APPROVED:

Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Schwartz Construction, Inc.
Other Party: Northern Indiana Public Service Company
Case Number: 19881
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 2/7/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-16(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐ Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  ☐ Clearance Zone ☐ Failure to Plan ☐ Self-Repair
  ☐ Damaging Lines ☐ Potholing ☐ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  ☐ Dig Tickets ☐ Probing ☐ White Lining
  ☐ Demolitions

☒ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training

☐ Civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
☐ Civil penalty of $ _______________________

☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Other ________________________________

Abstentions: Selking

Additional Information: Bent / Bumped line

APPROVED: Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Anderson Surveying, Inc.
Other Party: Northern Indiana Public Service Company
Case Number: 19882
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 2/8/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-16(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐ Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  ☐ Clearance Zone  ☐ Failure to Plan  ☐ Self-Repair
  ☐ Damaging Lines  ☐ Potholing  ☐ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  ☐ Dig Tickets  ☐ Probing  ☐ White Lining
  ☐ Demolitions

☑ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training

☐ Civil penalty of $1,000

☐ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training

☐ Civil penalty of $ ____________________

☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000

☐ Other

Abstentions: Selking

Additional Information: ________________________________

______________________________

APPROVED:  Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: NIPSCO
Other Party: Bunn Trucking & Excavating, Inc.
Case Number: 19883
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 2/8/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-18(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

- Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  - Clearance Zone
  - Damaging Lines
  - Dig Tickets
  - Demolitions
  - Failure to Plan
  - Potholing
  - Probing
  - Self-Repair
  - Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  - White Lining

- Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
- Civil penalty of $1,000
- Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
- Civil penalty of $______________________________

- No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
- Other ________________________________

Abstentions: Selking

Additional Information: __________________________________________

APPROVED: ____________________________
Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: NIPSCO
Other Party: Carlisle Utility Contractors, Inc.
Case Number: 19884
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 2/11/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-18(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐ Warning letter (Special instructions:)
☐ Clearance Zone
☐ Damaging Lines
☐ Dig Tickets
☐ Demolitions
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Potholing
☐ Probing
☐ Self-Repair
☐ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
☐ White Lining

☐ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
☒ Civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
☐ Civil penalty of $__________________________

☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Other ____________________________

Abstentions: Selking

Additional Information: ____________________________

__________________________

APPROVED: Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Double K Underground, Inc.
Other Party: Northern Indiana Public Service Company
Case Number: 19885
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 2/12/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-16(h)(expire)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐ Warning letter (Special instructions:)
☐ Clearance Zone ☐ Failure to Plan ☐ Self-Repair
☐ Damaging Lines ☐ Potholing ☐ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
☐ Dig Tickets ☐ Probing ☐ White Lining
☐ Demolitions

☐ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
☐ Civil penalty of $1,000
☒ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
☐ Civil penalty of $ _______________________

☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Other ________________________________

Abstentions: Selking

Additional Information: ________________________________

______________________________

APPROVED: Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: NIPSCO
Other Party: Ferguson Michiana Co.
Case Number: 19887
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 2/13/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-18(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐ Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  ☐ Clearance Zone  ☐ Failure to Plan  ☐ Self-Repair
  ☐ Damaging Lines  ☐ Potholing  ☐ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  ☐ Dig Tickets  ☐ Probing  ☐ White Lining
  ☐ Demolitions

☐ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training

☒ Civil penalty of $1,000

☐ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training

☐ Civil penalty of $ ______________________

☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000

☐ Other ______________________

Abstentions: Selking

Additional Information: __________________________________________

________________________________________

APPROVED:  

Ben Warren  
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Carlisle Utility Contractors, Inc.
Other Party: Northern Indiana Public Service Company
Case Number: 19889
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 2/15/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-20(a)(2)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐ Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  ☐ Clearance Zone  ☐ Failure to Plan  ☐ Self-Repair
  ☐ Damaging Lines  ☐ Potholing  ☐ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  ☐ Dig Tickets  ☐ Probing  ☐ White Lining
  ☐ Demolitions

☐ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
☐ Civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
☐ Civil penalty of $ ____________________________

☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Other ____________________________

Abstentions: Selking

Additional Information: Completed 2/7/19

---

APPROVED: 

Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: NIPSCO
Other Party: NIPSCO - Electric
Case Number: 19891
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 2/15/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-18(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

- Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  - Clearance Zone
  - Damaging Lines
  - Dig Tickets
  - Demolitions
  - Failure to Plan
  - Potholing
  - Probing
  - Self-Repair
  - Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  - White Lining

- Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
- Civil penalty of $1,000
- Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
- Civil penalty of $ _______________________
- No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
- Other _______________________

Abstentions: Selking

Additional Information: __________________________________________

APPROVED: ____________________________
Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Croucher Construction, LLC
Other Party: Vectren Energy Delivery
Case Number: 19894
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 2/16/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-16(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐ Warning letter (Special instructions:)
☐ Clearance Zone  ☐ Failure to Plan  ☐ Self-Repair
☐ Damaging Lines  ☐ Potholing  ☐ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
☐ Dig Tickets  ☐ Probing  ☐ White Lining
☐ Demolitions

☒ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
☐ Civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
☐ Civil penalty of $ _______________________________

☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Other _______________________________

Abstentions:

Additional Information: ____________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

APPROVED: _________________________________
Ben Warren  
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Indiana Michigan Power Company (AEP)
Other Party: Vectren Energy Delivery
Case Number: 19895
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 2/18/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-16(h)(expire)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐ Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  - Clearance Zone
  - Damaging Lines
  - Dig Tickets
  - Demolitions
  - Failure to Plan
  - Potholing
  - Probing
  - Self-Repair
  - Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  - White Lining

◊ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
☐ Civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
☐ Civil penalty of $ ____________________________
  No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Other ____________________________

Abstentions:

Additional Information: __________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

APPROVED: __________________________________________
Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Flow Pro Plumbing & Drain Service LLC
Other Party: Vectren Energy Delivery
Case Number: 19897
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 2/25/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-16(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

- Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  - Clearance Zone
  - Damaging Lines
  - Dig Tickets
  - Demolitions
  - Failure to Plan
  - Potholing
  - Probing
  - Self-Repair
  - Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  - White Lining

- Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
- Civil penalty of $1,000
- Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
- Civil penalty of $__________________________
- No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
- Other ____________________________

Abstentions: Selking

Additional Information: ________________________________

______________________________
APPROVED: Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

**Respondent:** Lazer Excavating Company  
**Other Party:** Vectren Energy Delivery  
**Case Number:** 19899  
**Date of Advisory Meeting:** 8/12/2019  
**Date of Damage:** 2/25/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):  
**IC 8-1-26-16(h)(prior)**

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

- □ **Warning letter** *(Special instructions:)*  
  - □ Clearance Zone  
  - □ Damaging Lines  
  - □ Dig Tickets  
  - □ Demolitions  
  - □ Failure to Plan  
  - □ Potholing  
  - □ Probing  
  - □ Self-Repair  
  - □ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers  
  - □ White Lining

- ☑ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
- □ Civil penalty of $1,000
- □ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
- □ Civil penalty of $______________________________
- □ *No ticket escalation* - additional civil penalty of $1,000
- □ Other __________________________________________________________________________

**Abstentions:**

**Additional Information:** ______________________________________________________________________

**APPROVED:**  
Ben Warren  
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: J D Electrical, Inc.
Other Party: Vectren Energy Delivery
Case Number: 19900
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 2/27/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-20(a)(2)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☑ Warning letter (Special instructions:)
☒ Clearance Zone ☐ Failure to Plan ☐ Self-Repair
☐ Damaging Lines ☐ Potholing ☐ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
☐ Dig Tickets ☐ Probing ☐ White Lining
☐ Demolitions

☐ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
☐ Civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
☐ Civil penalty of $ ____________________________

☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Other ____________________________

Abstentions:

Additional Information: __________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

APPROVED: ____________________________________________
Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Vectren Energy Delivery
Other Party: Greenwald Enterprises, Inc.
Case Number: 19901
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 2/25/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-18(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐ Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  ☐ Clearance Zone ☐ Failure to Plan ☐ Self-Repair
  ☐ Damaging Lines ☐ Potholing ☐ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  ☐ Dig Tickets ☐ Probing ☐ White Lining
  ☐ Demolitions

☐ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training

☒ Civil penalty of $1,000

☐ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training

☐ Civil penalty of $ _______________________

☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000

☐ Other ________________________________

Abstentions:

Additional Information: ________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

APPROVED: Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Elevation Excavation, Inc.
Other Party: Vectren Energy Delivery
Case Number: 19902
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 2/28/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-16(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐ Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  ☐ Clearance Zone    ☐ Failure to Plan    ☐ Self-Repair
  ☐ Damaging Lines    ☐ Potholing        ☐ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  ☐ Dig Tickets       ☐ Probing          ☐ White Lining
  ☐ Demolitions

☐ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
☐ Civil penalty of $1,000
☑ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
☐ Civil penalty of $ ____________________
☑ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Other ____________________

Abstentions:

Additional Information: ____________________

APPROVED: ____________________
Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Browns Concrete LLC
Other Party: Vectren Energy Delivery
Case Number: 19903
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 2/28/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-16(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

- Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  - Clearance Zone
  - Damaging Lines
  - Dig Tickets
  - Demolitions
  - Failure to Plan
  - Potholing
  - Probing
  - Self-Repair
  - Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  - White Lining

- Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
- Civil penalty of $1,000
- Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
- Civil penalty of $ _________________________
- No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
- Other ____________________________

Abstentions:

Additional Information: ____________________________

APPROVED: ________________________________

Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Vectren Energy Delivery
Other Party: J D H Contracting
Case Number: 19905
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 2/22/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-18(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐ Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  ☐ Clearance Zone  ☐ Failure to Plan  ☐ Self-Repair
  ☐ Damaging Lines  ☐ Potholing  ☐ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  ☐ Dig Tickets  ☐ Probing  ☐ White Lining
  ☐ Demolitions

☐ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
☐ Civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
☐ Civil penalty of $ ______________________
☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Other ______________________

Abstentions: Sontag

Additional Information: ______________________

______________________________
APPROVED: Ben Warren
Chairman
The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-18(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

- Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  - Clearance Zone
  - Damaging Lines
  - Dig Tickets
  - Demolitions
  - Failure to Plan
  - Potholing
  - Probing
  - Self-Repair
  - Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  - White Lining

- Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training

- Civil penalty of $1,000

- Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training

- Civil penalty of $ ______________________ 

- No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000

- Other ____________________________________________

Abstentions: Selking

Additional Information: ____________________________________________________________

____________________________

APPROVED: Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent:  
NIPSCO

Other Party:  
Meade Electric Company, Inc.

Case Number:  
19917

Date of Advisory Meeting:  
8/12/2019

Date of Damage:  
2/19/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):

IC 8-1-26-18(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐ Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  ☐ Clearance Zone  ☐ Failure to Plan  ☐ Self-Repair
  ☐ Damaging Lines  ☐ Potholing  ☐ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  ☐ Dig Tickets  ☐ Probing  ☐ White Lining
  ☐ Demolitions

☐ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training

☒ Civil penalty of $1,000

☐ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training

☐ Civil penalty of $ _____________________

☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000

☐ Other __________________________________________

Abstentions: Selking

Additional Information: __________________________________________
__________________________________________

APPROVED: ________________________

Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Jack & Vernons Septic Tank
Other Party: Northern Indiana Public Service Company
Case Number: 19918
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 2/19/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-16(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

- Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  - Clearance Zone
  - Damaging Lines
  - Dig Tickets
  - Demolitions
  - Failure to Plan
  - Potholing
  - Probing
  - Self-Repair
  - Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  - White Lining

☑ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
☐ Civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
☐ Civil penalty of $ ______________________
☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Other ______________________

Abstentions: Selking

Additional Information: __________________________________________________________

________________________________________

APPROVED: Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: NIPSCO
Other Party: NIPSCO - Electric
Case Number: 19919
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 2/21/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-18(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐ Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  ☐ Clearance Zone
  ☐ Damaging Lines
  ☐ Dig Tickets
  ☐ Demolitions
  ☐ Failure to Plan
  ☐ Potholing
  ☐ Probing
     ☐ Self-Repair
     ☐ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
     ☐ White Lining

☐ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
☒ Civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
☐ Civil penalty of $ ______________________
☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Other ______________________

Abstentions: Selking

Additional Information: ______________________
__________________________

APPROVED: ______________________
Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Lawnscape Site Development, Inc.
Other Party: Northern Indiana Public Service Company
Case Number: 19920
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 2/21/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-20(a)(1)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

- Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  - Clearance Zone
  - Damaging Lines
  - Dig Tickets
  - Demolitions
  - Failure to Plan
  - Potholing
  - Probing
  - Self-Repair
  - Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  - White Lining

- Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
- Civil penalty of $1,000
- Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
- Civil penalty of $1,000

No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
- Other

Abstentions: Selking

Additional Information: 

APPROVED: 

Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: NIPSCO
Other Party: The Robert Henry Corp.
Case Number: 19921
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 2/22/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-lS(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

- Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  - Clearance Zone
  - Damaging Lines
  - Dig Tickets
  - Demolitions
  - Failure to Plan
  - Potholing
  - Probing
  - Self-Repair
  - Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  - White Lining

- Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
- Civil penalty of $1,000
- Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
- Civil penalty of $ ______________________

- No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
- Other ______________________

Abstentions: Selking

Additional Information: ______________________

APPROVED: ____________
Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Yoder Concrete, LLC
Other Party: Northern Indiana Public Service Company
Case Number: 19922
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 2/22/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-16(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

- Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  - Clearance Zone
  - Damaging Lines
  - Dig Tickets
  - Demolitions
  - Failure to Plan
  - Potholing
  - Probing
  - Self-Repair
  - Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  - White Lining

- Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
- Civil penalty of $1,000
- Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
- Civil penalty of $ ____________________________

- No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
- Other ____________________________

Abstentions: Selking

Additional Information: Bent & Crimped line

APPROVED: Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Rorick Electric, Inc.
Other Party: Northern Indiana Public Service Company
Case Number: 19923
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 2/22/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-16(h)(expire)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☑ Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  □ Clearance Zone  □ Failure to Plan  □ Self-Repair
  □ Damaging Lines  □ Potholing  □ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  ☑ Dig Tickets  □ Probing  □ White Lining
  □ Demolitions

☑ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training

☑ Civil penalty of $1,000

☑ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training

☐ Civil penalty of $ _____________________

☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000

☐ Other __________________________

Abstentions: Selking

Additional Information: ______________________________________________________________

________________________

APPROVED: Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: NIPSCO
Other Party: J & L Excavating, LLC
Case Number: 19924
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 2/25/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-18(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

- Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  - Clearance Zone
  - Damaging Lines
  - Dig Tickets
  - Demolitions
  - Failure to Plan
  - Potholing
  - Probing
  - Self-Repair
  - Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  - White Lining

- Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
- Civil penalty of $1,000
- Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
- Civil penalty of $ _______________________
- No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
- Other _________________________________

Abstentions: Selking

Additional Information: _______________________________________________________________

______________________________
APPROVED: Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Patriot Water Solutions LLC
Other Party: Northern Indiana Public Service Company
Case Number: 19925
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 2/25/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-16(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

- Warning letter
  - Clearance Zone
  - Damaging Lines
  - Dig Tickets
  - Demolitions

- Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
- Civil penalty of $1,000
- Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
- Civil penalty of $ __________________________

- No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
- Other ________________________________

Abstentions:

Additional Information: ________________________________

APPROVED: ________________________________
Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: NIPSCO
Other Party: R & R Excavating
Case Number: 19926
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 2/25/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-18(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐ Warning letter
☐ Clearance Zone
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Self-Repair
☐ Damaging Lines
☐ Potholing
☐ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
☐ Dig Tickets
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Demolitions

☐ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
☒ Civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
☐ Civil penalty of $ ________________________________

☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Other ________________________________

Abstentions: Selking

Additional Information: __________________________________________

APPROVED: ____________________________
Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Town of Huntertown
Other Party: Northern Indiana Public Service Company
Case Number: 19927
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 2/26/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-20(a)(1)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐ Warning letter (Special instructions:)
☐ Clearance Zone ☐ Failure to Plan ☐ Self-Repair
☐ Damaging Lines ☐ Potholing ☐ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
☐ Dig Tickets ☐ Probing ☐ White Lining
☐ Demolitions

☑ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
☐ Civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
☐ Civil penalty of $ _______________________

☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
☐ Other _______________________

Abstentions: Selking

Additional Information: ____________________________________________

________________________

APPROVED: Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: NIPSCO
Other Party: Hire Construction, Inc.
Case Number: 19929
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 2/26/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-18(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

- Warning letter (Special instructions:)
  - Clearance Zone
  - Damaging Lines
  - Dig Tickets
  - Demolitions
  - Failure to Plan
  - Potholing
  - Probing
  - Self-Repair
  - Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  - White Lining

- Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
- Civil penalty of $1,000
- Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
- Civil penalty of $ ____________________
- No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
- Other ____________________________

Abstentions: Selking

Additional Information: ____________________________

APPROVED: ____________________________
Ben Warren
Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Kevin Douglas Construction LLC
Other Party: Citizens Gas
Case Number: 19964
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 3/1/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-16(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐     Warning letter *(Special instructions:)*
  ☐     Clearance Zone
  ☐     Failure to Plan
  ☐     Self-Repair
  ☐     Damaging Lines
  ☐     Potholing
  ☐     Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
  ☐     Dig Tickets
  ☐     Probing
  ☐     White Lining
  ☐     Demolitions
  ☐     Failure to Plan

☒     Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training
☐     Civil penalty of $1,000
☐     Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training
☐     Civil penalty of $ ______________________
☐     No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000
☐     Other __________________________________________________________________________________

Abstentions: Warren

Additional Information: ____________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

APPROVED: Scott Sontag
Vice Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Verita Telecommunications
Other Party: Citizens Gas
Case Number: 19965
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 3/1/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-16(h)(out)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐ Warning letter *(Special instructions:)*
   ☐ Clearance Zone ☐ Failure to Plan ☐ Self-Repair
   ☐ Damaging Lines ☐ Potholing ☐ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
   ☐ Dig Tickets ☐ Probing ☐ White Lining
   ☐ Demolitions

☐ Training or $5,000 civil penalty if fail to complete training

☐ Civil penalty of $1,000

☐ Civil penalty of $1,500; can mitigate $1,500 by completing training

☒ Civil penalty of $5,000

☐ No ticket escalation - additional civil penalty of $1,000

☐ Other

Abstentions: Warren

Additional Information: ________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________

APPROVED: Scott Sontag
            Vice Chairman
Indiana Underground Plant Protection Advisory Committee Recommendation to IURC

Respondent: Vectren Energy Delivery
Other Party: E D K Company
Case Number: 20042
Date of Advisory Meeting: 8/12/2019
Date of Damage: 1/2/2019

The IURC Pipeline Safety Division finds the following violation(s):
IC 8-1-26-18(h)

The Advisory Committee recommends the following penalty:

☐ Warning letter (Special instructions:)
☐ Clearance Zone
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Self-Repair
☐ Damaging Lines
☐ Potholing
☐ Using Stakes or Post Hole Diggers
☐ Dig Tickets
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Demolitions
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan
☐ Probing
☐ White Lining
☐ Failure to Plan